UF Chemical Inventory
in Gator TRACS
Log in to Gator TRACS.

In the blue side bar, either click
on “LATCH” and then select the
“Inventory” tab, or click on
“Chemical Inventory”
The page will show all of the
items that you have access to:
 If you are only stationed in
one lab, you will only see
the inventory for that PI.
 If you are stationed in
multiple labs, you will see
the inventory for all
associated PI’s.

In the “Chemicals and
Compounds” section, you can
search and filter the inventory
Depending upon the size of your
browser window, different
columns will be visible.
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Within the chemical inventory,
you can click on the green plus
(green plus then turns to a red
minus sign) to reveal additional
information about an item,
including a link to the chemical
SDS.

By clicking the blue circle with an
“i” in it, you can also view the
PubChem information page for
the chemical. This resource
provides additional information
that you may find helpful,
including chemical structure.
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Clicking the orange pencil icon
allows you to edit info for a
single container.

In the resulting “Manage
Inventory” pop up window, you
can edit most details pertaining
to the item record.

Upon making changes, click the
blue “Submit” button to save
modifications.

Alternatively, click the “Cancel”
button to exit this window
without making any changes.
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Clicking the gray
trash can icon will
allow you to
dispose of a single
item, or dispose of
a portion of a single
item.

Or, by clicking the
check box next to
multiple chemicals,
you can select
multiple items to
transfer them
(between PIs that
you have, or
rooms/buildings that
you have space in) or
dispose of them.
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You can also
click the green
arrows next to
“replace” will
dispose of the
item and add
a new full
container of
the same
chemical.

To add chemicals, click the green
“Add Chemicals and
Compounds” button.
 This will display the “Manage
Inventory” pop up window.
If you manage the inventory for
a single PI, the “Owned By” field
will be automatically populated.
 If you manage multiple PIs,
type the first two letters of
the PI name and select the
name of the PI you are
adding inventory to.
Using the dropdown menu,
select the location where the
added chemical(s) are stored.
 If the building/room is not
listed, please contact
gatortracs@ehs.ufl.edu or
mike.yost@ehs.ufl.edu
To search for a chemical you are
trying to add, use at least one of
the 5 search fields. If you know
the supplier product number, we
recommend that you utilize that
method since this will be the
most accurate way to find the
item you are trying to add.
 After filling in the search
information, click the orange
button.
Select the item you are adding
from the list of options.
 You can further refine your
search results if needed by
using the filter box just
below the search fields.
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To add another chemical to the
same PI and location, you can
click the green “Add Another
Chemical” button.
 Repeat the search process to
find and add another
chemical.

Fill in any information that the
catalog did not provide for you.

If for some reason the chemical
you are adding does not appear
in the catalog, you can add the
item by scrolling down past the
search results and then filling
out as much of the form as
possible.

Use the “Search” box to find the
chemical you are trying to add


Select the correct item from
the “Compound” drop down
field

The “Form”, “Total
Volume/Mass” and the “Unit”
field are all required data


It is best to fill in as much
additional info as possible
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